Safe and Secure

Introducing Responsive Lockdown

CHOOSE THE BEST RESPONSE

BEST® SHELTER™
SIMPLY SECURING SAFE SPACES

A NEW RESPONSE TO BUILDING SECURITY

There was a time when an individual’s safety in a public place or
commercial business wasn’t even a consideration. You were safe
practically anywhere. Live shooter events have increased at an alarming
rate, and today, these types of environments have experienced the
highest number of incidents. Office buildings, healthcare facilities,
government/military properties, places of worship, theaters and other
areas of commerce must all approach security differently.

BEST SHELTER helps you quickly
and safely lock down your facility.
With SHELTER, you can be confident
your building is ready to respond in
any situation.

Businesses and public places
require a new kind of response
to security.

BEST SHELTER is a responsive
lockdown solution.
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BEST SHELTER is a wireless responsive
lockdown solution that can be
configured to adapt to your building
and security protocol.

BEST SHELTER

CHOOSE THE BEST RESPONSE

HOW SHELTER WORKS IN A BUILDING
As a complete lockdown solution, SHELTER
brings together code-compliant hardware
and proven technology in a unique way
to help businesses secure safe spaces within
the walls of their building.
Lockdown is initiated via individual
fobs or panic buttons/switches that
are connected to repeaters in the
building. Fobs can be configured
to a single lock, a group or the
entire facility. Visual indicators and
a configurable audible alarm help
communicate lockdown status (per
lock) throughout the building.

BEST SHELTER System
Gateway
Repeater
Fob
BEST 9KX Lock
PRECISION Electric Exit Device

CLOUD-BASED SOFTWARE

GATEWAY AND REPEATERS

SHELTER-ENABLED HARDWARE

With a web-based portal, business owners, facility managers and security officers
can configure the system from any web browser, wherever they are. The software
allows you to configure a fob to lock down one door, an entire wing or the whole
facility. In addition, you can use the software to view self-diagnostic test reports and
send email/text notifications for lockdown status changes and self-diagnostic results.

At the core of the SHELTER system is a gateway that sends signals to each door
lock to initiate lockdown. Plugged into a UPS or power supply with battery back-up,
the SHELTER gateway doesn’t require an Internet connection to initiate lockdown.
This alleviates any concerns that your network must be operational during the most
critical times. With a 400-foot range,* the gateway can be paired with up to seven
repeaters to extend the signal range throughout a building. Additionally, with
assistance from your integration resource, the SHELTER repeater can be configured
to send a relay signal to your pre-installed access control system, allowing
communication with first responders.

Specific hardware can be enrolled on your SHELTER 900 MHz secure
wireless network to quickly lock doors via a fob. BEST offers the SHELTERenabled 9KX cylindrical lock equipped with both classroom and
storeroom functionality. A door can be locked/unlocked manually at
your discretion, or locked down from the fob so that the outside lever is
rigid and requires a key to retract the latch for entry. Likewise, electrified
exit devices, like the PRECISION Apex 2000 Series, can be connected to
a SHELTER repeater. This allows the outside trim to be locked/unlocked
remotely to enable lockdown, while always ensuring free egress.

*400 feet inside; 1,200 feet line of sight

BEST SHELTER

WHY SHELTER IS BEST

This simple, affordable solution ensures appropriate lockdown—and
protection of lives—so you can get back to business.
Engineered by Experts
SHELTER is designed and manufactured by BEST—a
company well known for stringent quality and reliable
mechanical hardware. What really distinguishes this
security solution is that it was developed with input
from teachers, administrators and others responsible
for managing a building and its occupants in an
emergency. Many have firsthand experience with
lockdown situations.

Easy Installation and Maintenance
SHELTER is perfect for new buildings as well
as retrofitting existing facilities. Hardware easily
installs in standard door preps (no wiring),
and the key fob is simple to use and operate.
Long-term maintenance is also stress-free with
SHELTER performing self-diagnostics on a regular
basis to generate reports and notify facilities of
any needed service.

Cost-Effective Customization
SHELTER gives businesses the operability of a high-end
centralized network, without the hefty expense.
SHELTER can be programmed to respond to different
types of security breaches and can be modified as
building use and traffic evolve over time.

Nationwide Support
SHELTER is supported by a nationwide network
of specialists who can help configure it to
respond exactly the way your building needs in
a lockdown emergency.

Secure your building every day, for any day.
Choose the BEST response for building security.

BEST SHELTER™ helps you create safe spaces within your facility quickly and safely. It is the first responsive
lockdown solution designed to adapt to your building and security protocol. With SHELTER, you can be
confident your building is ready to respond in any situation. Integrating with first response systems and
electronic access control systems, SHELTER can be an essential part of any building security system.

SHELTERlockdown.com

Simply Securing Safe Spaces
All specifications and content are preliminary until final product release.
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